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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a language analysis and classification system that lever-
ages knowledge of speech production is proposed. The proposed
scheme automatically extracts key production traits (or “hot-spots”)
that are strongly tied to the underlying language structure. Particu-
larly, the speech utterance is first parsed into consonant and vowel
clusters. Subsequently, the production traits for each cluster is rep-
resented by the corresponding temporal evolution of speech articu-
latory states. It is hypothesized that a selection of these production
traits are strongly tied to the underlying language, and can be ex-
ploited for language ID. The new scheme is evaluated on our South
Indian Languages (SInL) corpus which consists of 5 closely related
languages spoken in India, namely, Kannada, Tamil, Telegu, Malay-
alam, and Marathi. Good accuracy is achieved with a rate of 65%
obtained in a difficult 5-way classification task with about 4sec of
train and test speech data per utterance. Furthermore, the proposed
scheme is also able to automatically identify key production traits
of each language (e.g., dominant vowels, stop-consonants, fricatives
etc.).

Index Terms— Phonological Features, Speech Production,
Language Analysis, Language Identification

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we proposed a novel accent analysis framework which
exploits the power of phonological features (PFs) [1]. The proposed
system leverages the articulation knowledge embedded in phonology
to score the production characteristics of speakers. Subsequently,
the articulation scores are used to rate non-native speaker accents or
assess their L2-exposure. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is also
able to automatically identify the major “articulation-challenges”
faced by non-native speakers. These articulatory challenges repre-
sent L2 (acquired-language) requirements that are foreign to the L1
(native-language). Hence, they can be viewed as articulatory traits
(ATs) (or “hot-spots”) that assist in reliably identifying “accented-
ness” of an individual. In other words, ATs in different languages
can be (i) non-overlapping, (ii) overlapping but used with different
frequencies (common in one language but rare in another), and (iii)
overlapping but differing in articulation quality (such as intonation).
While the mentioned reasons result in accented speech, they can also
serve to distinguish between languages. Motivated by this intuition,
we propose a PF-based articulatory framework for language analysis
and classification in this paper.

The proposed language analysis and classification scheme lever-
ages the knowledge of speech production captured in PFs. In this
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work, we have employed hybrid features (HFs) to capture the se-
quence of articulatory states employed by a speaker in an utterance
[2]. In our previous work, we have shown that knowledge contained
in these articulatory state sequences is beneficial to accent analysis as
well as automatic speech recognition (ASR) [1, 3]. Here, we propose
to explore the role of articulatory state sequences corresponding to
vowel, consonant and consonant-vowel clusters in language analy-
sis/classification. It is hypothesized that the articulatory structures at
this level of aggregation will show good correlation with the under-
lying language of the utterance. Furthermore, it is also proposed that
prosodical features such as energy, duration, and pitch corresponding
to consonsant-vowel structures will also contribute towards identify-
ing the language of the utterance. The proposed scheme represents
a unique approach towards leveraging speech production knowledge
in identifying languages. Additionally, it also takes a step forward in
establishing a common articulatory platform for addressing produc-
tion specific issues in speech processing.

2. PROPOSED PRODUCTION MODEL

The proposed language analysis and classification scheme is shown
in Fig. 1. As shown in the figure, the scheme first estimates the par-
allel sequence of PF values (in 2) from the speech utterance (in 1). In
particular, the following characteristics are captured using the HFs:
(i) height-of-tongue (vowels), (ii) frontness-of-tongue (vowels), (iii)
rounding, (iv) nasality, (v) voicing, (vi) place-of-articulation, and
(vii) manner-of-articulation. Each combination of HF values rep-
resent a unique articulatory state, and a contiguous set of discrete
articulatory states is obtained for each speech utterance. Further-
more, adjacent frames with the same articulatory state are combined
thereby eliminating self-transitions within states. The resulting rep-
resentation is shown in Fig. 1 (3), where different articulatory states
are shown as belonging to vowels (circles) or consonants (squares)
phone classes. By combining adjacent consonant (C) and vowel (V)
clusters, the consonant-vowel clusters are obtained as illustrated in
the figure. In this work, this cluster representation forms the basic
speech production representation.

Using this basic production representation, a number of language-
features (LFs) are drawn out from the articulatory state sequences.
As seen in Fig. 1, the articulatory representations corresponding to
the consonant (C) and vowel (V) clusters are identified as LFs. For
example, (i) “fricative:alveolar:non-nasal:non-rounded:voiced” is
a possible consonant LF feature, and (ii) “low:back:rounded” is
a possible vowel feature. Additionally, the articulatory state se-
quences corresponding to the consonant-vowel (CV) clusters are
also identified as LFs.

Supra-segmental features such as energy (E), duration (D), and
pitch (P) corresponding to the CV clusters are also computed as
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Fig. 1. Proposed Language Analysis and Classification Scheme: The utterance in (1) is processed to extract a parallel stream of HFs (2).
The articulatory state sequences in HF representation corresponding to vowel (V), consonant (C), and consonant-vowel (CV) clusters (3) are
drawn out as language-features. Additionally, supra-segmental features such as energy, duration, and pitch are also extracted at the CV cluster
level.

language-features( LFs). In this paper, the results only include pitch
LFs and the extraction process is defined next. First, the fundamen-
tal frequencies are extracted from each utterance, using the Robust
Algorithm for Pitch Tracking (RAPT), proposed in [4]. RAPT is
based on the Normalized Cross-Correlation Function (NCCF), and
dynamic programming is applied to select the best F0 and voicing
state candidates at each frame. Next, pitch contour segments cor-
responding to the CV clusters are identified and approximated by
cubic polynomials. Thereafter, these polynomial coefficients col-
lected from all 5 languages are quantized using k-means clustering
to form a codebook. In this manner, the pitch contours for all CV
clusters in an utterance are now represented by codebook vectors.
This codebook representation forms the basic pitch LFs. Finally, n-
gram combinations of all the above mentioned LFs (C, V, CV, and P)
are also constructed and included in the proposed feature-set. In this
manner, the proposed feature-set is comprised of numerous articula-
tory evidence that may reveal the identity of the unknown language
in the utterance.

Let Li, i = 1, . . . , N represent the ith language in a closed set
of N languages. Also, we refer to each LF as evidence, and denote
the lth evidence by el. Furthermore, let the complete set of evidence
be denoted by E. Now, let p(Li|E) be the likelihood that Li is the
unknown language in the utterance given the articulatory evidence.
Next, the most likely language in the utterance is estimated as,

Lunknown = arg max
i
p(Li|E), i = 1, . . . , N. (1)

In this paper, we employ maximum entropy (ME) modeling to auto-
matically learn the conditional probabilities. ME modeling is an ev-
idence based discrete modeling technique that has been successfully

employed in many speech and language tasks such as part-of-speech
(POS) tagging [5], machine translation (MT), and acoustic modeling
[3]. The ME model (MEM) is extremely flexible since it can relate
a variable number of events to the observation. Hence, it provides
an attractive methodology for relating languages with the proposed
LFs (language features). Now, let the ith ME feature be given by µi
where the ME-features are binary operators on the evidence el (or
LFs), i.e.,

µi(el) =


1 if language-feature el is present,
0 otherwise.

Finally, the likelihood of language Li conditioned on the evidence-
set E is given by,

p(Li|E) =
1

Zλ(E)
exp (

LX
l=1

λilµi(el)), (2)

where Zλ(E) is a normalization term, and λil are the weights as-
signed to the ME feature. The weights correspond to the importance
of a feature in estimating the likelihood in question.

3. SOUTH INDIAN LANGUAGES CORPUS

In this work, the proposed scheme is evaluated on the South In-
dian Language (SInL) corpus. The SInL corpus was developed for
the purpose of research in speaker and language identification. It
contains data from 5 major languages spoken in South and South-
Central India, namely, Malayalam (MAL), Kannada (KAN), Tamil
(TAM), Telegu (TEL), and Marathi (MAR). Four of these languages



Table 1. Dominant Articulatory Traits of KAN, MAR, TAM, TEL, and MAL. The phone nearest to the articulatory state is also shown.
Articulatory Traits ∼ Phone Predominant Feature Of

Consonant Vowel
Degree Place Nasality Rounding Height Frontness Rounding

1 - - mid-low mid-back present /u/ Kannada, Telegu
2 fricative velar absent absent - - - /kh/ Marathi
3 fricative post-alveolar absent absent - - - /sh/ Marathi
4 closure labial present absent - - - /m/ All Dravidian
5 fricative labio-dental absent absent - - - /s/ Marathi
6 - - - - mid mid-front absent /ae/ Tamil, Malayalam
7 fricative dental absent absent - - - /th/ Marathi
8 - - - - low back present /ow/ Kannada, Telegu

Table 2. Performance of Closed Set Language Classification
Indo-Aryan Dravidian

MAR KAN TEL TAM MAL
MAR 76.5% 3.9% 4.5% 0.8% 14.3%
KAN 5.86% 48% 22.9% 14.3% 8.9%
TEL 5.5% 19.5% 57.3% 10.5% 7.1%
TAM 0.8% 12% 9.3% 71% 6.75%
MAL 12.8% 7.4% 4.96% 7.95 66.8%

(i.e., KAN, MAL, TEL, and TAM) are closely related and belong to
the Dravidian family of languages. On the other hand, MAR belongs
to the Indo-Aryan family of languages. Additionally, these linguistic
populations also share common geographical borders with a propor-
tion of the population that is multilingual. Consequently, the SinL
corpus represents a challenging language identification task. The
corpus contains both read as well as spontaneous utterances from as
many as 100 speakers per language. Each speaker read a series of
scripted sentences (read) and participated in two 5-minute conver-
sations with a partner from the same region in the target language
(spontaneous). The data was collected using two broadband mi-
crophones, namely, a lapel and table microphone. Altogether, the
corpus consists of about 75 and 90 hours of read and spontaneous
speech. Table 1 summarizes a few primary phonetic differences in
articulatory traits of the five SInL languages (these will be automat-
ically estimated and will be discussed in Sec. 4).

4. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

In this work, the proposed scheme is evaluated on the read speech
part of the SInL corpus which consists of as many as 35,000 ut-
terances. The average duration of speech within each utterance is
about 4sec long. The HFs (hybrid features) for each utterance are ob-
tained by using an HMM-based PF extraction system. In this work,
the HMM-based PF extraction scheme was trained on the SWITCH-
BOARD corpus, with details of the system found in [1]. Thereafter,
a total of 28,000 utterances were used to train the ME classifier using
the methodology described in Sec. 2. The remaining 7000 files were
used as a test set. It should be noted that each of the 5 languages has
an equal proportion of files in the train and test sets.

Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for the closed set language
classification task when only C (consonant clusters), V (vowel clus-
ters), and CV (consonant-vowel clusters) LFs (language-features)
are used. As seen in the table, MAR is most easily distinguished
from the other languages. Since MAR belongs to a different lan-
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Fig. 2. Classification Results for Language Pairs (Li, Lj) using the
proposed Production-Based Scheme (C, V, and CV LFs only)

guage family (Indo-Aryan), its performance will be better compared
to the other 4 languages (Dravidian). Among the Dravidian lan-
guages, TAM is most easily identified while KAN is the hardest to
distinguish. Furthermore, KAN and TEL exhibit the highest degree
of mutual confusability for the proposed articulatory scheme. The
overall 5-way recognition performance is 65%. The results of per-
forming pairwise classification among the 5 languages is shown in
Fig. 2. Once again, it can be seen that MAR is most distinguishable
of the set (error rates: TAM ∼3%, KAN ∼7%, TEL ∼7%). Ad-
ditionally, KAN, TAM, and TEL are mutually most confused (error
rates: TAM-TEL ∼18%, KAN-TAM ∼20%, KAN-TEL ∼30%).

While the classification results are encouraging and fairly in-
tuitive, it is also interesting to examine the language-features that
are most strongly tied to a particular language. To accomplish this,
we examine the conditional probability of each language feature in
the proposed feature-set. If a feature is equally likely to be asso-
ciated with any language then it must have a high entropy value.
On the other hand, a low value of entropy would indicate a more
discriminative language-feature. In Fig. 3, the normalized entropy
value of all LFs are shown in descending order. It is seen (Fig. 3)
that by using the top 10, 100, 500, and 1000 features, an increas-
ing overall performance accuracy of 40.5%, 56.2%, 62.5% and 64%
can be obtained. It may be recalled that the best performance us-
ing all features (∼ 600K) is 65%. Hence, this result highlights
that a very small fraction of all language features are discrimina-
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tory from the perspective of Language ID. Table 1 shows the top
10 most discriminatory language-features for the language set under
consideration. Here, place, manner (degree), nasality, and round-
ing feature-values are shown for consonant LFs; and height, front-
ness, and rounding feature-values are shown for vowel LFs. Further-
more, a nearest phone approximation of the articulatory state is also
shown for increased readability. Finally, the languages that predom-
inantly exhibit these articulatory states are also shown. For example,
consonants (/th/, /sh/, and /kh/) occur in all 5 languages considered
here, but are most dominant in Marathi (MAR) (as discovered by
the proposed system). The observations in Table 1 corroborate well
with the popular observations of native-speakers of these languages.
Hence, it would be extremely interesting to corroborate these results
with linguistic studies of these languages for comparison and cross-
validation.

Finally, the results of pairwise classification among the 5 lan-
guages when only pitch (P) LFs are employed are shown in Fig. 4.
As observed earlier, MAR is easily distinguished from the Dravid-
ian languages, with the most confusion existing between TAM, TEL
and KAN. It is interesting to point out that these results were ob-
tained using only a 8-length codebook of pitch patterns. Currently,
we are working towards developing efficient techniques for extract-
ing more discriminative pitch patterns. Additionally, the scheme is
also being expanded to incorporate duration and energy patterns. Fi-
nally, we will also attempt the fusion of articulatory and prosodical
LFs to achieve a more holistic and powerful system.

One seemingly anomalous result is the confusability of MAL
and MAR. However, this result could be an artifact of data collec-
tion where MAL data was collected from speakers who were na-
tive speakers of MAL, but residing in Mumbai (native language of
Mumbai is MAR). Consequently, the MAL data used in this exper-
iment perhaps carries a MAR accent. This issue is reflective of a
larger problem of data purity in an increasingly multilingual and
mobile world. Not only is this real-world but a challenge in the
area of dialect, accent and language ID. Here, it may be recalled
that the proposed framework was earlier employed for accent anal-
ysis as well. Hence, the proposed articulatory scheme offers a com-
mon production-based framework to study articulatory traits pecu-
liar to accents and languages. In this manner, it offers a feasible op-
tion towards building accent, dialect and language ID systems that
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are aware of multilinguism (accent-independent language ID and
language-independent accent ID).

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a speech-production based language
analysis and classification system. The proposed system extracts
production traits from a speech utterance that are tied to the under-
lying language. The scheme has been evaluated on the SInL corpus
with very promising results. In the future, the scheme will be ex-
panded to include duration and energy based language features as
well. We are also working towards coupling the prosodic and ar-
ticulatory elements to form more powerful features. Furthermore,
the proposed scheme will also be compared to the parallel phone
recognition (PPR) system [6]. Finally, the complementary nature of
the PPR and the proposed scheme could allow for improved results
through system combination.
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